Axonal elongation through acellular nerve segments of the cat tibial nerve: importance of the near-nerve environment.
Peripheral nerve regeneration is considered to be influenced by structural, cellular and humoral factors in the distal nerve stump. Axonal elongation was, however, not affected by the presence of a 20 mm acellular nerve segment (ANS) distal to a crush lesion in a cat tibial nerve which was shielded from the environment by a silicone cuff [K. Fugleholm, H. Schmalbruch, C. Krarup, Early peripheral nerve regeneration after crushing, sectioning, and freeze studied by implanted electrodes in the cat, J. Neurosci., 14 (1994) 2659-2673]. In the present study axons were challenged to regenerate through crush lesions combined with 30-, 40-, 50-, 60- and 70-mm ANSs. For 30- and 40-mm ANSs, the nerves were shielded by impermeable silicone cuffs containing electrodes for electrophysiological evaluation of axonal elongation. All nerves were examined histologically by light microscopy 9 weeks after the lesion. The elongation through the shielded 30-mm ANS was slower than through a shielded nerve segment with viable cells. In the isolated 40-mm ANS, incomplete Wallerian degeneration and lack of blood vessels were observed, and axonal elongation was severely impaired. Regeneration across 40-70 mm non-shielded ANSs was intact and there was no relation between the number of regenerated fibers and the length of the ANS. There was no reduction in the number of blood vessels in the non-isolated ANSs. The results suggest that regeneration through an isolated acellular nerve segment exceeding 30 mm depends on cellular and humoral support from the near-nerve environment. Thus, the near-nerve environment is crucial for regeneration through long ANSs, and the importance of humoral, cellular and vascular support is discussed.